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The HTR Report newsletter is converted from a Microsoft Word Document to a .PDF file for viewing with 
the free Adobe Reader.  The newsletter may be viewed while on-line or the file can be downloaded to 
your computer hard-drive for off-line reading and printing. 
 
The newsletter is available bi-monthly.  The current edition of the HTR Report is available on the Internet 
from our members’ web site only.  The newsletter is included as part of a paid subscription to HTR’s 
monthly download service ($119/mo).   
 

All proprietary rights to this material belong to HTR alone.  No portion of this product may be reproduced, 
copied or transmitted on the Internet without the express written consent of Ken Massa.  All articles and 
information in this newsletter are written by Ken Massa unless otherwise stated.  Test data files are pro-
vided with permission from Handicappers Data Warehouse and Equibase Corp.  The test results, analysis 
and opinions found herein are those of HTR only - Handicappers Data Warehouse and Equibase Corp 
are not responsible for the written contents of this newsletter and cannot be held accountable for any 
claims made in it.   
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HTR 2014 
 

Announcements / Software Updates  
 

HTR-Pedia  

The bulk of this newsletter is the continuation of the HTR-Encyclopedia.   This issue covers handicapping 

topics from letter L to Z as well as symbol meanings such as "$$".   The entire HTR-Pedia will be put 

together later in the summer and will include an index and updates to the original material.   It will be 

placed into the HTR Library as a publicly available PDF document for quick reference or you can 

download it and save it on your computer. 

 
Las Vegas Seminar 2014 

Last call for the HTR Seminar 2014.  Late comers and walk-ins are welcome.  The date is Wed. July 23. 

The seminar begins at 10am.   The donation fee is $40 and includes the 2014 E-Book "The Rookies" (see 

below).   No RSVP is necessary, come as you are and bring your laptop.   Hope you will join us for a 

fascinating day of handicapping discovery and interaction with other members of HTR. 

 
New E-Book  2014  "The Rookies - " 

There are excerpts from the E-Book as well as the Table of Contents to found on the HTR-Discussion-

Board.  If you are not attending the seminar, you can obtain the E-Book PDF online through webmaster 

John after the event is over.  Here is the link to the E-Book donation page on our website:   
 

http://htr2.com/km/SeminarEbook.htm 
 

 

Software Updates  July 15, 2014 

All of the HTR Software applications have been updated with a "July 15, 2014" version date.   Below are 

the highlights from each program.  There has been a significant turnover of racetracks in the past year and 

each program was revised to remove the defunct tracks and insert the new ones along with their track-

class ratings. 

 
HTR2 

Track updates.  Various minor bug fixes.   HX44 Export (see HX44 File Spec in the HTR-Library). 

 
HTR-Tour 

Track updates.  New handicapping menu option:  [Rookie Scan].  Read more in the 2014 E-Book. 

 
MaxVel 

Track updates.   New Modeler filter option: "Q6". 

 
Robot3 

Track updates.   Various bug fixes. 

 
HTR-Tablet   

Track updates.    [Rookie Scan] option added to menu.   

 
Installing the Updates 
Webmaster John provides multiple options on the HTR website (www.htr2.com) for installing the 

updates.  If you are a current HTR subscriber, enter the Subscriber Zone from the homepage menu and 

look for the full package four-program installation.   As an alternative, you can use the "Express" 

installation links for individual program updates.  Always restart your computer before attempting any 

installation to clear the memory of the previous version.  Press <F5> to refresh the web pages as well.   

 

http://htr2.com/km/SeminarEbook.htm
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HTR Encyclopedia 

 

L 
 
L - (column header) for Late speed shown on the Program Screen. This lists the L/P velocity ranking as 

a means to quickly set a hierarchy for late race or stretch run ability.    

 
L1 / L2:  1st / 2nd Lasix – This notation is for horses adding the anti-bleeder medication for the first 

time or second time, or returning to it after not using in previous start(s). More than 90% of FTS begin 
their career with a minimum dose to prevent pulmonary rupture during exertion. A larger dose can be 
administered for the horse's 2nd start (L2) if the vet determines the horse was experiencing breathing 
problems. All horses are permitted to remain on a standard dose after using it once. The overwhelming 
majority of horses marked with L2 are 2TS.     
 

L1 and L2 are important alerts for handicappers for two reasons: 1) Lasix is not considered a 
"performance enhancing drug" and yet there is ample evidence of improvement for many racehorses.  2) 
Lasix can be used to mask the use of more potent illegal drugs and this can be uncovered with trainer 
stats (see Juice).     
 

Best Bet:  L1 and L2 combined with any of the Razor Sharp related ratings (Lone Razor, Dbl-Razor, Fit 
& Ready) is a high-powered angle.  
    

LO - rare indicator for Lasix-Off. LO is listed in columns for Changes. The horse raced on Lasix 
previously, but not today. There is not enough data to determine the impact.  

 
Late Kick – This Buzz item is listed as "LateK" to flag horses that are top-ranked with both Fr3 and 

L/P.  The combination of the two key late velocity ratings is a clear indicator that the horse is the 
dominant late finisher in the field. Statistically, "LateK" is weak on its own.  Best Bet:  see Fr3 and L/P. 

 
Layoff / LAY – A ubiquitous column header in HTR that lists the number of days since horse's last 

race. If the horse is making its first or second lifetime start, the listing is shown as FTS or 2TS in this 
column. Common symbols that are prefixed or suffixed to the LAY days are listed below. 
 

@  The horse was a Big Loser last out or on the Vets List since the last start. 
+  Denotes Fresh or freshening layoff by a winning trainer. 
< >  Long Layoff alert. Has been off 6-months or longer.   
 

The old-school handicapping axiom: "never bet a (non-stakes) horse that has been off more than 30-
days" has been disproved with statistical evidence and by successful trainers that understand the value of 
rest. There is compelling data to suggest that a short vacation is as effective as using steroids for healing 
sore and tired racehorses. Improvement is common when they return. This is an underrated and 
misunderstood handicapping factor for most horseplayers. The table below should drive home this point.  
Compare Layoff 2-30 days with 31-90 days. Notice the considerable ROI edge with the latter, indicating 
more value plays and longshot activity. 
   

Layoff Days      WROI      I.V. 

02-30            0.75      1.06 

31-90            0.80      1.15 
 

Best Bet - Pay attention to horses with Layoff of 45-65 days. Most racing publications set a demarcation 
line of 45-days as an alert. Many handicappers view this as a negative. In reality, it is often a positive for 
both the horse and the horseplayer. Also see Fresh. 
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HTR Encyclopedia 

 

L 

 

L/P or Lv - Late Pace / Late velocity rating and ranking. L/P or Lv combines Fr2 + Fr3 in equal 

measure. It is located on many screens including the default Program Screen in HTR2 where the ranking 
is listed under the "L" column. Also see Fr3. 
 

Best Bet:  L/P shows superior results with Route races on all surfaces. It combines best with any of the 
Razor Sharp workout ratings. L/P is a solid choice for identifying horses that may not win, but can fill out 
the lower Trifecta and Superfecta tiers by passing up tired horses in the stretch.  

 
Loves to Win – This is an alert flag and a Robot filter that identifies horses that have won at least 

40% of their lifetime starts. The surprise is that these horses only win 21% of the time going forward.  
Winning horses are quickly stepped up in company and face tougher assignments with higher class 
horses and that reduces their win rate.  Best Bet: Prolific winning racehorses are obvious to the public 
and heavily bet in most cases. Sometimes the odds beckon (4/1 or more), as these horses have a nose 
for the wire and tend to outrun their odds. 

 
Lone $$ (also see Price Play) 

Lone KAT 6+  
Lone Luck 
Lone Razor 
Lone Yes 3+ (see Improve) 
 

The "Lone" items identify the horses that are the one and only in their field with the attached item. For 
example: Lone Razor will mean that a single runner has a Razor Sharp workout in the race. These 
ratings are variously marked and identified on screens that focus on live longshots, including HTR Tour / 
Price Scan / KAT Scan. Lone factors have several persuasive features.   
 

 In almost all cases, the "Lone" factor will result in a higher I.V. and ROI than if the same rating is 
applied to multiple horses.  

 

 Only one horse per field can be tagged with each of the Lone ratings. That makes it easy to spot 
in the HTR reports and a pleasure to test in the data because Win% will be the dominant statistic 
along with ROI.   

 

 Lone ratings are excellent for inclusion filters in Robot3 spot plays because they improve the 
ROI with almost any combination of other factors or filters.  

 

Best Bet:  Lone KAT 6+ and Lone Razor produce the highest ROI and greatest impact on results. They 
are excellent identifiers for price plays that are likely to exceed expectations.   
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HTR Encyclopedia 

 

L 

 
Lone Speed – This is an older method of predicting a clear race leader still found on some screens in 

HTR and the Robot. It is not currently recommended. The Fr1 special ratings: Fr1 60, Fr1 Dominant, Fr1 
Advantage are far superior.   

 
Luck Rating - Combination of factors from HTR that suggest the horse has above average racing 

luck. Full details are available in the 2013 E-Book "HTR Power Tools" and in a follow-up HTR Newsletter 
July/Aug 2013. The Luck rating is found on all screens in HTR-Tour and can be researched in Robot3.   
A key element for quantifying racing luck is to factor in the concept of Run Style (RS). Horses that race 
on or near the lead rarely encounter issues with trips and trouble, but late runners who must come from 
behind and pass horses, will often have to run wide or deal with traffic.  
 

The UL (Un-Lucky) rating is the contrary form of Luck and is a severe negative alert. Just 1% of the UL 
horses win their race and the ROI is extremely low at 0.43 (-57%). The UL has a relatively small sample 
size though and most of them are impossible longshots that most handicappers would toss out anyway.   
There are superior elimination tools to consider in HTR for horses at all odds levels. These include KAT = 
0 and Buzz = 0, or the Negatives total (N# > 1).    
 

Best Bet: On its own, Luck has a huge sample size, a strong I.V. (approximately 2.00) and the ROI is 
about 0.86 (-14%). This makes it an ideal positive angle that augments almost everything else in HTR.  
Perfect add-on for spot play development. Luck is an effective partner with "$" and "$$" (live longshot) 
ratings. In my 365-day test sample for this guide, Luck combined with Fr1 Dominant to return a 10% 
profit (ROI = 1.10) with over 1500 plays. 
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HTR Encyclopedia 

 

M 
 

MLO - Morning Line Odds.  MLO is located on virtually every screen in HTR. The official track 

Morning Line is almost always assembled prior to scratches and that hurts the accuracy. There are a 
number of other issues with the MLO that are discussed in the topic AML that are important for 
handicappers to understand.    
 

Best Bet:  Try to beat a vulnerable MLO = 1 or MLF; see below.   

 
MLF Dominant 
MLF Solid 
MLF Legit 
MLF Vulnerable 
MLF Very Vulnerable 
 

These labels are part of the HTR-Tour information header (see Outlook) displayed as ML Fav.    
 

MLF or ML Fav = Morning Line Favorite also shown as MLO = 1 in some cases indicates the horse with 
the lowest morning line odds. The majority of the time the MLF will also become the final wagering 
Favorite.   
 

The MLF labels analyze the win probability of the morning line favorite. It is an essential aspect of 
handicapping to recognize betting opportunity, or lack of it, through assessment of the likely favorites.    
 

Peruse the statistics below for the morning line favorite (2/1) with each MLF category. The reason for 
restricting the test to MLO = 2/1 is that MLF statistics are very predictable depending on the line. The 
lower the line, the more often the MLF will win, and the higher MLO favorites will win less often. The 2/1 
line is the most common and helps us compare the MLF statistics with more confidence.  
 

MLO = 1  AND  MLO = 2/1 

MLF Type   Win  WROI 
 

All    33% 0.80 
 

Dominant   44%   0.88           

Solid    39%   0.86 

Legit    35%   0.84 

Vulnerable   29% 0.78 

Very Vulnerable  23% 0.66 
 

The data validates the usefulness of the MLF assessment with a Win spread of between 44% with the 
Dominant group to just 23% with the Very Vulnerable (normal is 33%).   
 

Best Bet: Try to beat the morning line favorite in your wagering if it is labeled as Vulnerable or Very 
Vulnerable. 
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HTR Encyclopedia 

 

N 
 

N# - An accumulated total of Negative items (see below). The N# column header is found on most 

screens in the HTR-Tour program and is a key set of filters found in Robot3. As N# increases, the 
probability of winning is drastically decreased. Peruse the chart below that shows the win rate of horses 
at odds of 4/1 or less and the N# total. These stats do not show Win% because there might be multiple 
instances of horses at these odds in the same race. Impact Value (I.V.) is listed here for a more valid 
comparison.  Notice the steady loss of ROI and I.V. as the N# rises to 2 or more. Horses with zero 
Negatives (N# = 0) produce above the normal expectation.   
 

Final Odds  4/1 or Less 
N#  WROI  I.V. 
 

Any  0.81  2.12 
 

 0  0.83  2.25 

 1  0.80  2.04 

 2  0.77  1.88 

 3  0.76  1.83 

 4+  0.70  1.74 

 
Negatives - Valuable section of the HTR-Tour program that numerically indexes a variety of negative 

factors. The complete index of Negatives is displayed for every race in the third panel of the HTR-Tour 
main screen. Each item was selected for its combination value. The greater the total of Negatives (N#), 
the less likely the horse will win.     
 

Best Bet:  The critical breaking point found in almost all statistical tests with the Negatives is when there 
are 2 or more them (N# >= 2). Noting multiple Negatives is particularly effective when looking to beat 
favorites or low-odds entrants. With price plays, the Negatives can be dismissed if the horse has a strong 
KAT or Improve rating as it is likely progressing with fitness and training. It is difficult to single out the 
individual Negative items with the greatest impact because they are dependent on race conditions. For 
example: Negative #00 "Pedigree Poor" might be decisive in a Turf Route for Stakes horses, while 
probably useless in a cheap claiming sprint.   
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HTR Encyclopedia 

 

O 
 
On Demand (OD) 
OD:  Alternative/Single/Solid/Stab/70+ 
 

The On Demand ratings in HTR-Tour were created for tournament players that needed a credible 
selection immediately if time constraints prevented the handicapping process. Initially the "On Demand" 
button found at the bottom of the HTR-Tour main screen was the only way to access these horses. Later 
they were included under the OD column on various screens. 
 

The On Demand selections are formulated with a two-step process: 1) Each horse receives a 
comprehensive score based on various factors from HTR that predict a competitive or "live" effort.  2) 
They were separated into four categories as shown below, primarily based on the MLO (note: the AML 
was not part of HTR at the time the OD ratings were created). The horse with the highest OD score in 
each category becomes the selection. If there is no qualifier for that category, no selection is made. The 
chart below displays the selection parameters, win rate, and average payoff for each OD category. 
 

OD Type  Selection Parameters   Win Avg Win   
OD Single  MLO 1/9 - 2/1 and OD score >= 70+ 40%  $4.40 
OD Solid  MLO 7/2 - 7/1 and OD score >= 60 17%  $10.10   
OD Alternative  MLO 8/1 -12/1 and OD score >= 50 10%  $17.50 
OD Stab  MLO 15/1 + and OD score >= 50 07%  $27.60 
 

Best Bet: each of the OD categories does its job well for tournament players, but it is incumbent on the 
user to know the betting odds. That's why there is a tiered system for On Demand. For example, if the 
OD Solid selection is bet below the level of odds needed to remain competitive in the contest, then try the 
OD Alternative pick for a better price. If the player is far behind in the contest and needs a big payoff, the 
OD Stab comes into play.   
 

OD 70+ is a benchmark and guideline for a strong On Demand rating but is not a selection category as 
above. Any horse that achieves an OD 70+ is worthy of attention, but many of them are favorites and low 
odds contenders. It is useful as a filter in Robot3 if seeking a positive ROI with young and inexperienced 
horses such as FTS and 2yr.   

 
OTX - Off Turf rating. The OTX column is displayed in place of the PED (pedigree) rating if the race has 

been taken off the grass. Use the Scratch screen to manually change the surface when a Turf race is 
switched to the Main Track (this is not done automatically if using "Auto-Scratch"). The OTX is found on 
the Program Screen in HTR2 as well as various other screens. 
 

The reason for substituting the OTX rating in lieu of the PED when the race is Off-Turf, is that the PED 
statistics in our files are computed for the original scheduled surface (Turf). It would be impractical to try 
and guess the new surface conditions and correct the PED. The OTX selects a high percentage of 
winners with its top-2 (55%), but most of them are favorites and the ROI is weak. The high Win% is also a 
reflection of reduced field size as multiple scratches are common in Off-Turf events. 
 

Best Bet:  The OTX is helpful when assessing the Favorite. If the race has been moved off the Turf and 
the Favorite possesses the top rating (OTX = 1), the probability of the horse winning is about 45%.  
When the Favorite is not among the top-2 OTX ranks, then its chances are reduced considerably.   
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P 
 
P - Run Style (RS) designation for Presser or stalker. These horses tend to be placed in the front half of 

the field during the early running while remaining about 3 or 4 lengths behind the leader. The "P" running 
style horses are separated from the "E" run style horses because they are not usually situated near the 
front runners, but are running behind them in the second flight.   
 

Best Bet: The pace pressers (RS = P) are especially effective when the KAT rating score is 6 or more.  
Also, the "P" runners hold the highest I.V. with longshot winners (8/1 odds or more). See RS or Run Style 
for more on this topic. 

 
Par - see EPR (Estimated Performance Rating).  

 
PAC - or Pace rating / 2nd Call. This is a Quirin-style pace rating shown in whole numbers with a 

normal range between 80 - 115. It is available within all HTR programs on a variety of screens. Most 
importantly, it is the key element shown on the [PPQ] past-performances. The PAC rating is usually 
shown in tandem with the PER rating. It is scaled numerically the same as the EPR (Par) for visual 
comparison and class association. Best Bet: Any of the Razor Sharp workout items provide excellent ROI 
boost to the top-ranked pace play (PAC = 1).   
 

race-PAC is the PAC rating taken at the 2nd-call of each race and would be the same as the PAC 

rating for the race leader only. This is different than the regular PAC rating that is computed for an 
individual horse based on beaten lengths. The race-PAC is shown on the left side of the [PPQ] screen.  
Best Bet: This is an excellent tool for use on the XFIG interactive screen. Sort the horses by the race-
PAC to identify those that have previously faced the toughest competition. 

 
PER or Performance rating. This is a Quirin-style rating that is the companion to the PAC and is shown 

on multiple screens throughout HTR. The typical range is between 80-115 (see chart below for class 
association). In theory, the PER rating has a 1-length / 1-point scale, but this varies slightly by the 
distance and speed of the race. 
 

The PER functions similar to a final time speed figure but is actually computed by using the 2nd Call and 
the final fraction (Fr3) in the formula. This boosts the rating if the horse ran a faster than normal pace or 
closed strongly in the final fraction. That makes it similar to the A/P velocity rating in concept, but the PER 
is scaled so that it is congruent to the EPR and PAC ratings for instant evaluation. 
 

Best Bet: A top-ranked PER rating (PER = 1) is a strong indicator for horses that won their last start.  
They nearly double the normal output for last out winners and repeat the win over 30% of the time. The 
high win rate is offset by heavy public betting on these obvious plays and the ROI stands at a modest 
0.88 (-12%). However, there are several last out winner angles that improve the ROI. The most significant 
is a last out maiden winner. Horses that have broken their maiden in the previous start and are rated PER 
= 1 in the return try, will win about 30% of the time and return an ROI = 0.94 (-6%). The improved ROI is 
due to public reluctance to back a horse that won a maiden race and now must step up in class and face 
winners.   
 

race-PER. This is the rating of the race performance (fractions only, not beaten lengths), so it 
can be used to judge the quality of previous fields in the [PPQ] past-performances and XFIG. 
 

Reminder: PAC and PER (Quirin-style) ratings are a key topic in all three of the recommended books 
listed in the introduction. Also see:  Quirin-style herein (chart).     
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P 
 

Pace Adv - An item used on the Buzz to designate horses that control most of the early speed 
rankings in their favor. Best Bet: On its own, the Pace Adv picks a lot of winners (26%) but 
suffers a poor ROI because horses with consistent early speed are easy to spot in the past-
performance lines. This one works better when combined with other Buzz factors or in the KAT 
rating.   

 
PED or Pedigree Rating - The PED is one of the most valuable ratings found in HTR. The 
formula uses a combination of pedigree statistics for both the sire and dam-sire. The PED rating 
is shown on almost all screens and ranged from 050 - 990. 
 

 Records at today's distance/surface category (Dirt-Route, Turf-Sprint, etc.). 

 Class and earnings history of siblings.  

 First-start records when applicable (i.e. first route, or first on turf). Also see FT. 
 

The PED is unique in the realm of commercial pedigree ratings due to holding the rating to the 
specific distance/surface type as well as using the Sire and Dam-Sire in combination, rather 
than just the Sire alone. The rating is also more effective over time, due to the class appraisal 
component. A high PED rating that is based on prolific stallions is a great way to understand the 
durability of the breeding. Siblings related to a horse with a strong PED are likely to experience 
fewer race injuries or physical issues.    
 

Hot-PED and {Hot-PED} are part of the Buzz, KAT and Improve ratings, indicating the 
pedigree is exceptional for today's race. The braces { } are used when the horse is changing 
dist/surf since its last outing.  
 

If there is surface change, usually due to weather and most commonly Off-Turf, the PED rating 
has a diminished impact. The pedigree statistics are hard-coded into our data files and cannot 
be revised after the file is released.  
 

A good benchmark rating for the PED = 450 or more. At 450+ the pedigree is above average for 
the distance/surface/class of today's race. If it rises beyond 600, then it is exceptional. Higher 
PED ratings will be clustered in Stakes/Allowance and Msw races. 
 

Best Bet: A high rating (PED >= 450) is the perfect identifier for horses that are largely 
unknown: FTS, 2TS, new Lasix users (L1, L2), horses that are switching or trying a new 
surface or attempting a route for the first time. Also, PED 450+ shows extra strength when 
combined with any of the Razor Sharp ratings and/or a KAT score 6+. And how about this 
twist: PED 450+ is very strong with newly gelded horses too!    
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P 
 

PL-Mode or Paceline Mode / PL-0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 
Selecting running lines from the past-performances is an important first step in evaluating all 
measurements of performance and velocity. The chosen lines are hopefully representative of 
how the horse will run today. HTR offers a functional default PL-Mode (PL-5) that accomplishes 
the task efficiently for most users. Optionally, the PL method can be changed by the user.   
Most HTR software programs have a menu to instantly switch the mode. Changes to the PL-
Mode can dramatically alter the pace/velocity ratings and rankings. You can also select your 
own pacelines using PL-0 and save them (see below).   
 

Note: HTR-Tour does not have a PL option and is fixed on PL-5 because all of the research 
into the positive. The negative and improvement factors were based on PL-5 only.   
 

Below is a summary of each PL-Mode. 
 

PL-0 Select your own lines. This can be done by entering one of the past-performance screens 
in HTR2 or MaxVel (PPQ, FPS, PPS); then highlight the desired line and press <enter> to 
select it. Press <enter> again to un-select it. They will then be marked with a "#" on the far left of 
the running line. Choose multiple lines if desired, they will be averaged. The selected line(s) will 
then be used to compute the horse's velocity ratings as well as the PAC and PER.  
 

Simple Mechanical Methods 
PL-1 Selects last line only. This will select the second line if the last line cannot be computed. 
PL-2 Selects the best of the last two lines. 
PL-3 Selects two of the last three lines and averages them. 
PL-7 Selects every line (if computable) shown in the past-performances (up to 10) and  

averages them. 
 

Note: Some pacelines cannot be selected if they are missing essential information such as race 
fractions or beaten lengths. 
 

More Complex Methods  
PL-4 Chooses the most recent line that matches today's distance/surface category. For 
example, if today's race is a Turf Route, PL-4 will only select running lines from the horse that 
match a Turf Route effort. If nothing is available that matches, the horse is left blank. Also it will 
not select a running line if the race occurred 6-months or longer.  
 

PL-6 Similar to PL-4 except that it uses A/P velocity for the selection criteria and it will select a 
line up to 1-year prior.   
 

PL-5 This is the default method used throughout HTR software. It selects the lines based on 
"best fit" artificial intelligence, and the line(s) the horse is most likely to repeat for today's race.   
It may choose one or two lines, but must select at least one applicable line if possible. Virtually 
all research and development in HTR is done with PL-5. 
 

Best Bet:  Stick with the default PL-5 unless you have experience with paceline selection. 
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P 
 

Price Play - A legacy HTR item listed under the default Program Screen in HTR2. For 

example: "Price Play 3" indicates horse #3 is the live longshot selection. There is never more 
than one Price Play per race, but some races have none. The Price Play pick is always a $$ 
horse as well.  If there is only one horse in the field with a $$ (Lone $$), it will become the Price 
Play.  But if there is more than one $$ among the entrants, then the highest post-position of the 
$$ horses will become the Price Play (!). 
 

That last part (highest post selection) came about as a fluke. Originally, when the Program 
Screen was first developed in the late 1990s, the $$ was assigned to a single horse per race.  In 
time, the $$ was tagged to multiple horses as more factors were added to HTR.  By default, the 
software plucked out the last horse with a $$ it encountered while looping the field by post-
position. I told our members about this and offered to remove the Price Play or change it. The 
message back to me was clear:  "leave it alone"! 
 

The average Price Play odds are about 7/1. That's the good news. The bad news is that they 
win just 10% of their races and return a paltry ROI = 0.81 (-19%).  Best Bet:  See $$ at the end 
of the guide.  

 
Projects New Top  -  A Buzz item and Robot3 spot play tool that forecasts a new lifetime or 
cyclical best speed figure or PER rating is about to happen for the horse in today's race.  
Excellent prediction tool as 34% of them win and 70% finish 1-2-3. The public is in tune with it 
however and they tend to get bet heavily.  ROI = 0.84 (-16%).   
 

A new "top" is predictable based on analysis of form-cycle, pattern of previous speed ratings, 
pedigree, age, lifetime starts, and improvement factors. The high win rate confirms that it is 
accurate and the majority will run their best race.   
 

Best Bet:  Projects New Top is an ideal spot play component to use in Robot3. It has a huge 
sample size and a consistent record of winning performance. Combine it with other key 
elements for the trainer to push the win rate above 40%. These include TRN = 1 or TRN > 400 
(super trainer) as well as Hot Trn, Hot TJ, and Claim.   

 
PSF - Projected Slash Favorite or Projected Strong Favorite. This is a flag and marker used to 
tag certain favorites if they are likely to receive heavy late betting action. Most PSF runners wind 
up at odds of 7/5 or less regardless of their MLO. Almost all are favorites and the majority are 
bet below even money. All told, they win more than 42% of their races and finish ITM some 80% 
of the time. The win ROI = 0.86 (-14%) which is not bad considering 99% of the PSF horses pay 
less than $5.00 to Win.    
 

Best Bet: The PSF combines well with the top ranked k2 (k2 = 1) which pushes the win rate 
toward 50% and the ROI over 0.90 with over 6000 plays in a year. See HF if looking for singles 
in the exotic wagers. The PSF was designed as an alert to let the user know that heavy late 
betting is likely on the favorite. This will result in generous odds on some of the other horses 
and you may find some value in the race.   
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Quirin Speed Points / Qp - The Quirin speed points are a method of rating early speed devised 
by Dr. Quirin for his landmark book "Computer Discoveries In Thoroughbred Handicapping". 
The Qp columns are commonly found throughout HTR software on dozens of different screens. 
Numerically they are rated from 0 to 8. Each horse's last four starts are considered in the 
formula that looks solely at the first and second calls. The minimum score of 0 (zero) indicates 
that the horse has shown no competitive early speed and the maximum of 8 points will be 
assigned only to those horses that always take the lead. HTR labels some horses with Qp = 
"N" to indicate that the speed points could not be computed. 
 

Prior to the year 2000, the horses with the highest Qp points were excellent bets and even 
profitable because early speed was dismissed by the majority of horseplayers who were 
focused on final time speed ratings. Also, dirt sprints comprised the majority of races on the 
daily card so the speed points were more effective. Today, horses are constantly transitioned to 
different distances and surfaces and all serious handicappers are aware of the value of early 
speed.  As a result, the value of Qp has dropped. 
 

In the chart below I tested the highest value speed horses, those with Qp = 7,8 to find out how 
the speed points are performing these days with the fastest early horses. 
 

Qp = 7 or 8   

Factor   Win  WROI 
 

All Races   18% 0.79 

Dirt Sprint   19%   0.81           
 

K = 1    32%   0.83 

HTR = 1   31%   0.87 

Fr1 = 1   21% 0.81 
 

Fr1 Dom   30% 1.09 
 

The loss of ROI with early speed methods, such as Qp, is without a doubt the most astonishing 
reversal of fortune in thoroughbred handicapping. Over a 15-year period we have seen a slow 
bleed of return for any category or rating that identifies horses likely to be the early leader. This 
spills over when the Qp = 7,8 is combined with steady ratings such as K=1, HTR=1 and Fr1=1.   
The win rates have remained the same, but the ROI has washed out completely. 
 

Best Bet: Fr1 Dominant combines best with Qp = 7,8 and produces a strong ROI of 1.09 
(+9%). Unfortunately the sample size was relatively small with just 582 horses during the one-
year test period. Over-betting on obvious front-runners is so overwhelming now, thus it might 
pay to become a contrarian. That means betting against front-speed when the odds are 
severely undervalued.  
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Q6 – The number of horses in the field with 6 or more Quirin speed points (Qp >= 6). This 
item is shown in the top header on all HTR handicapping screens and is available as a filter in 
Robot3. The Q6 is used to identify a potential speed duel or a lack of one. Let's review the 
possibilities on the chart below while keeping in mind Q6 is quantifying an assumption as to 
what might happen and often the race does not unfold as expected. 
 

Q6 = 0  None of the entrants are a front runner. This should help as a default leader. 
Q6 = 1  Just one of the entrants is a front-runner and that should be an advantage. 
Q6 = 2  Two horses might fight it out, but often one is the "speed of the speed". 
Q6 = 3  Three or more horses will battle for the front, perhaps wiping them all out. 
 

In theory, low Q6 (0, 1) should definitely help the horses on the lead. Q6 > 1 might cause a 
meltdown if there is a tussle for the lead, and a fast pace. Let's see how it plays out in real time 
by testing each of Q6 categories with Fr1 = 1 and Fr3 = 1 velocity.   
 

Fr1 = 1                             Fr3 = 1 

Q6  Win  WROI              Q6  Win WROI 
 

All  18% 0.82    All  18% 0.84 
 

 0  18% 0.80    0  19%   0.83 

 1  20% 0.84    1  18% 0.82 

 2  18% 0.84    2  18% 0.84  

 3+  16% 0.77    3  17% 0.86   
 

Analysis of Q6  
There is evidence that Q6=3+ will sometimes spoil the party for top Fr1 play. The other 
categories don't seem to affect the outcome for Fr1. The fastest late runner (Fr3 = 1) does not 
seem to benefit much from a variation in the Q6.   
 

Best Bet: There is nothing dramatic found from the data with Q6. The results above confirm 
many other attempts by myself and others, to quantify speed duels; it is hit and miss and too 
volatile for consistently accurate prediction. Yet Q6 can be a useful pre-race observation, 
especially if you watch the entire race and mentally record how it played out. Acquiring 
experience and intuition is really the best bet with Q6. 

 
Quirin-style (figures) – This is a popular method of rating pace, speed, class and 

performance on a single scale. All of the books mentioned in the Introduction have chapters and 
discussion on the methodology. Within HTR, the PAC, PER, EPR, SOR and Class ratings 
utilize them. The range is between 80 and 115 and they are always shown in whole-numbers, 
not decimal. Quirin-style ratings were designed with single point increments meaning that 1-
point = 1 length or one class level, but this can vary slightly by distance or class type. 
 

Best Bet:  Many handicappers are not at ease with decimals and complex velocity ratings. The 
Quirin-style figures allow quick but accurate comparisons and are highly recommended for use 
in HTR with the [PPQ] past-performances screen. The [PPQ] also displays the race ratings:  
race-PAC, race-PER and SOR  to help judge the quality of the fields faced in previous starts.     
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R / Rear: Run Style - One of the five Run-Style designations shown in the RS column on 
most HTR screens. The R horses are positioned at the back of the field in the early going and 
frequently race wide and encounter traffic problems. The R runners have a low win rate (8%) 
and miserable ROI (0.62). Best Bet: A high KAT rating (6 to 10) tends to overcome most factors 
including RS = R that have weak test statistics.      

 
RS / Run Style - Describes the horse's typical positional placement early in the race. The RS 
column is ubiquitous in HTR. Below are the designations used for RS. 
 

F Front Runner. Needs the lead to win wire-to-wire. 
E Early placement. On or near the lead, and can sit just behind the leader to win. 
P Presser/stalker. In the front half of field early, but just a few lengths behind. 
S Sustained or closer. Positioned in the back-half of the field early, must pass many to win. 
R Rear of the field. Usually last down the backstretch. Faces a daunting task to win. 
N Not rated. Not enough information to rate the RS. 
 

Be alert not to confuse the RS with early pace and velocity ratings such as PAC or Fr1. The RS 
is only describing the placement in the field. Pace and velocity ratings are only measuring how 
fast the horse ran from point-A to point-B. For example, it is not unusual to find a horse shown 
with RS = F and Fr1 = 4 competing against a horse with RS = P and Fr1 = 1.  Analysis:  the first 
horse (F) has been leading its recent races, but the early fractions were not rapid. The second 
horse (P) likes to sit a few lengths behind the leaders, but has been facing very fast early 
fractions in its races. The advantage goes to the P runner who will be able to exert that extra 
Fr1 energy to pass the leaders. 
 

Best Bet: E and P runners are ideally suited for most N. American thoroughbred races.   
Jockeys appreciate these horses because they are flexible and can be rated according to how 
the race unfolds and stay out of trouble. 

 
RES / Resistance rating - One of the four Impact ratings located on the Impact (IMP) screen in 
HTR2. It is represented as an integer or whole number  and is similar to Fr3 but rates only the 
final 1/8 mile (stretch call, final-furlong). The makes it a unique rating with just that final late slice 
of the race. Best Bet: Test result show that RES does not outperform Fr3 statistically. Nor does 
it have any advantage over the other late velocity rankings (S/P, L/P) for rating stretch punch.  
However, an interesting contrary aspect of the RES rating has proven itself as a useful 
eliminator. The HTR-Tour program uses an  indexed set of Negatives. Neg. #14 = "Low 
Resistance". This indicates a low-rank with the RES rating and has proven results for picking 
losers at any odds.       

 
ROI - "Return On Investment" is the most pragmatic statistical tool for analyzing horse racing 
data. Within HTR, particularly the Robot test reports, ROI is always shown for a $1 base bet. If 
the ROI = 1.00, the outcome is considered "break even". If the ROI reaches 1.01 or more it is 
labeled a "flat bet profit" for each dollar bet. ROI in the range 0.86 - 0.99 may not be profitable 
on its face, but is a promising result that can be tweaked or filtered to reach a profit level 
because the result exceeds the typical takeout (-17%). Use Robot3 to test and explore the ROI 
for all of the ratings in HTR. 
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Razor / Razor Sharp - A powerful workout rating that is unique to HTR. Its importance and 
impact cannot be overstated. Razors are displayed as often as possible within every HTR 
software program and on dozens of different screens. Razor Sharp works are a critical 
component to many other key ratings including the $$, KAT, Improve, Buzz, k2, On Demand 
and are essential to live longshot identification. 
 

I no longer publish the exact parameters that are used to identify Razor Sharp workouts. We 
need to protect the concept from saturation and over-betting. But there is a prime piece of 
information that is important to remember: Razor Sharp is only assigned after the last start.   
There are no "old Razors". All horses tagged with a Razor Sharp have worked since raced.  
This makes the rating ideal for identifying fitness with horses that have been racing regularly.  
But just as important, it is the essential information for horses with long layoffs, foreign shippers 
and younger runners with limited racing experience (FTS and 2TS).   
 

Important additional reading, see: Double Razor, Lone Razor, KAT, k2, Improve. 
 

Best Bet: Razor Sharp will enhance virtually every other rating and factor within HTR. Below is 
the top-10 list based on ROI, increase in Win% and longshot impact. 
 

1. Lone $$ Longshots galore 
2. Fresh  Perfect combo:  short vacation + Razor 
3. 2TS  Second starters run big after the debut w/ Razor 
4. Fr3 = 1  Pushes the win rate and ROI way up  
5. MCL  Any maiden claimer entrant with a Razor is a good bet 
6. HF  Almost 60% winners 
7. PED = 1 Top pedigree play combines strongly with Razor 
8. k2 = 1  More than 4000 play/year, nearly a flat bet profit 
9. KAT 6+ Improvement highly likely, great for prices 
10. BTL  Excellent spot play w/ a Razor 

 
Robot3 - "Robot" software is the HTR testing platform. Detailed statistical reports on virtually 
every rating, ranking and factor found in HTR can be produced. It can also create, save and 
extract daily spot plays. Check the HTR website for multiple PDF resources on the Robot.  The 
software is available for installation in the HTR Subscriber Zone. The original Legacy Robot is 
still functional within the HTR2 program. Later versions: Robot2 and Robot3 greatly enhanced 
the interface and output. 
 

Best Bet: The Robot was designed for "right out of the box" usage. It is much easier to learn 
than a database program, but the tradeoff is less flexibility when running queries with specific 
test parameters. The real power with the Robot is the depth of the test reports. The Robot3 
option Data Dump is a tool beyond compare in the world of handicapping software. It gives you 
the entire spectrum of information from top-to-bottom sorted by ROI. From that information you 
can interpolate data for every rating and ranking found in HTR and find profitable angles and 
combinations. I used the Data Dump as my chief resource for the facts and statistical 
information in this guide.  
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Scratches / Auto-Scratch - Scratching horses is a fundamental task for all handicappers.  

For horseplayers that are still using paper and pencil methods, scratches are a huge annoyance 
and can spoil a long night of studying past-performances. For HTR software users, the scratch 
problem is easily handled and can be used to our advantage. Each HTR program has a 
[Scratch] menu button for manually removing the scratches with check-boxes. The Scratch 
screen also features Auto-Scratch options to quickly eliminate the scratched horses from all 
races that day via the Internet. The Auto-Scratch is updated throughout the day, so click it 
often to stay current.   
 

After scratches are removed, HTR instantly revises all the computations and rankings. In 
addition, the AML (adjusted morning line) is updated, while the regular MLO is not. This 'rapid 
response' to race changes is seamless and allows immediate reevaluation.   
 

Best Bet: After scratches, look for horses with early speed that might now be tagged with a high 
impact angle such as FR1 Dom or Fr1 60 Solo. The scratches can also jumble the HTR-
Consensus and other multi-factor ratings to produce a new top rank that might be an overlay as 
the public tends to over-bet the favorite after a late scratch. 

 
S / Sustained running style (RS = S) - the key running style designation for closers and 
late runners. Shown on all screens under the RS column, it indicates horses that are typically 
positioned between mid-pack and the rear of the field during the early portion of the race. They 
will need some late kick to win. It would seem the ideal run-style for Route distances or any race 
on Turf. The challenge for the S runners is trip trouble; typically racing wide or running into 
traffic. To win, S runners need a solid pace and some racing luck. Best Bet: Although the S 
horses do perform better at route distances, the overall results are miserable with an ROI below 
0.75 (-25%). The only factor that boosts the impact of the late running S horses dramatically is 
Lone Razor. With more 1200 plays in a year, the ROI was profitable at 1.06 (+6%) at win rate 
of 18%. Impressive result. 

 
S/P: Sustained Pace - Velocity feet-per-second rating that combines 2nd Call (E/P) and the 
Final Fraction (Fr3) in equal measure. The rating is located on any HTR screen that features the 
velocity ratings or rankings. The S/P formula overrates the final fraction using it as 50% of the 
total and that tilts the balance toward late speed. Many years ago, S/P was thought to be the 
perfect rating for Turf Routes. The combination of E/P in harmony with Fr3 would seem to be 
the ideal rating for finding grass runners that can gain contending position at the 2nd call and 
put in a strong stretch run.   
 

Best Bet: Top ranked S/P runners (S/P = 1) perform well at any route distance (8.0f +) and 
surprisingly the results are better on Fast Dirt and Poly than on Turf. Results are increased big 
time if there is a Razor Sharp workout as well. Also, the horses that are Stretchout plays 
perform very well if S/P= 1 (see below). However, on Wet Dirt, or any Sprint distance, the top 
S/P horses perform poorly overall and are usually not worth a bet.   
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Stretchout - A handicapping angle, an 'alert' tag, and a Robot3 filter labeled for horses that 
are moving from a sprint last out to a route today. During the 1990s, horses showing Fr1=1 on 
the Stretchout returned remarkable profits. Unfortunately, the angle has increasingly declined 
in value over time due to greater awareness of early speed by all horse bettors. These days, the 
overall ROI with Stretchout + Fr1=1 has dropped to just 0.80 (-20%). Best Bet: The top-ranked 
Sustained (S/P=1) play offers good value on the Stretchout and nearly turns a profit (ROI = 
0.97) with over 3000 plays in a year at a win rate of 23%.    

 
Systems : Sys1 : Sys2 : Sys3 : Sys4 
 

The four "systems" were added to all of the HTR programs at the end of 2013. Within HTR2, 
HTR-Tablet and HTR-Tour they are accessed by clicking the Systems menu buttons. Instant 
sorting of the four Sys is available. They can also be tested and modeled in Robot3 and the 
MaxVel Modeler.   
 

The purpose of providing four systems side-by-side is to relate the diversity of the race and the 
mix of contenders. Each of the Sys has a unique algorithm.  
 

Sys1  Overall factor strength, high win rate 
Sys2  Emphasis on Early speed 
Sys3  Emphasis on Late speed 
Sys4  Intangibles, no pace/speed involved in the formula. 
 

With the wide array of handicapping concepts from all four systems, they can be used to 
formulate sequential exotic bets that require a 'spread' such as the P4. Perhaps by using the top 
1 or 2 ranked from each Sys. There is usually some overlap which cuts down on the number of 
horses. If a single horse is the top-rank in three or more of the Systems, it could be played as a 
'single' as the probability of winning will exceed 40%.  
 

Sys1 and Sys4 rate 100% of the horses. Sys2 and Sys3 may have blanks for horses that 
cannot be computed with velocity numbers, such as FTS. Although the four methods are scored 
on a similar scale, it is the ranking that matters most, not the actual point value. As of this writing 
I have not examined the Systems based on scoring hierarchy or 'gaps' in the ratings. But the 
rankings have been tested extensively for strength and weakness. The chart below offers a Best 
Bet for each top rank. 
 

Sys1= 1 Pairs up nicely with $$ to spotlight live runners at a price.   
Sys2 =1 If also tagged with Fr1 Dominant, the ROI is strong at 1.06 (+6%). 
Sys3= 1 Works best when combined with any Razor Sharp element. 
Sys4= 1 Great for live longshot plays at high odds (10/1 +) and FTS. 
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TRN / Trainer Rating - The 365-day trainer score is located on any screen that shows the 
trainer's name or the TRN column. This rating formula is similar to JKY and includes three 
components in the formula: 1) Trainer overall finishes weighted higher for wins. 2) Trainer 
record with today's horse if applicable. 3) Trainer and Jockey combo together, if applicable.  
Below are the key benchmarks for the TRN rating. 
 

TRN < 200 A below average trainer, rarely wins. 
TRN  300 Above  average. 
TRN 350 Winning trainer; top of the standings. 
TRN > 400   Super Trainer (see below).  
 

TRN = 1: refers to the top ranked trainer rating in the field.   
 

Best Bet:  Overall, TRN = 1 hits 23% winners with an ROI at 0.83 (-17%). There are no factors 
that turn a profit with TRN = 1. In fact, most of the ratings that show a decent ROI with it do 
better on their own. Bottom line is that top trainers (TRN=1) are over bet and that makes it 
difficult to back them.   

 
Super Trainer - When the trainer rating (TRN) reaches 400 or more, the trainer has achieved 

a record of winning that is beyond the normal statistical range. Prior to the year 2000, it was 
very unusual to achieve such a high TRN score. But by the mid-2000s, there were dozens of 
them, and at least one on every circuit. They were dominating the meet and winning big with 
horses recently acquired. This coincided with an avalanche of accusations and scandal over 
drugging. Today the number of super trainers has dropped considerably. Not coincidentally, at a 
time of greater scrutiny for illegal methods.   

 
Hot Trainer / {Hot Trainer} - Shown on Buzz and Alert columns. It looks at the last 30-days 

of the trainer record to find those on a winning streak. It is not unusual to see this applied to top 
trainers as they may be "hot" most of the year. A more interesting effect is to find this 
designation on a low to average rated trainer.  Best Bet: Hot Trainer is a useful spot play tool.   
It pairs up well with anything related to lightly raced young horses especially maiden claimers, 
2yr races, 2TS, L2, PED=1 and Hot PED.   

 
Trainer Change - If the horse has a new trainer since the previous start, it is marked with 

various symbols throughout the software depending on the situation. The examples below 
illustrate.    
 

#Trainername  c325  {Hot Trainer}  Claim 
 

The "#" indicates a change of trainer and the "c" indicates a change due to a claim. On the 
Buzz, the braces { } indicate a noteworthy change. The Buzz item Claim is applied only to 
trainers with a high success rate after a claim. Best Bet: Look for signs of potential improvement 
since the new trainer took over. The items will be shown on the Buzz and accumulated in the 
Improve and KAT rating scores.  
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T+J or Trainer and Jockey win percentage together, over the last 365-days. The T+J duo is an 

important window into the mind of a trainer because most of them are highly habitual and will 
repeat past methods that produced winning efforts. The T+J column is located on most HTR 
screens that also show the TRN (Trainer rating).    
 

A distinctive benchmark is the T+J win rate at 30% or higher (if more than 10 starts in the past 
365-days). Yet these T+J "30" combos win just 24% of their races going forward and the ROI is 
only 0.84 (-16%). It is not an unusual occurrence to see a drop in the win rate with high impact 
ratings such as T+J 30+ because successful teams tend to look for greater challenges and 
higher purse values. 
 

Best Bet: T+J 30%+ is an excellent spot play mechanism. High production with anything related 
to Razor Sharp as well as Fit & Ready. Also look for Trainer Change. If the horse has a new 
trainer due to a claim or barn transfer, the TJ 30+ is a strong signal of confidence that the horse 
will run well.   

 
Trainer Stats Report (text) – This downloaded report usually comes with the daily race files. 

Trainer performance is based on last 365-days, it rates Win% and ROI in the various categories 
related to the current race. To view the full Trainer Stats text report, click the [T] menu button in 
HTR2 software. Read more in the TPG topic below. 

 
TPG - Trainer Performance Grade - You'll see this column periodically listed on the screens 
that show other trainer information such as the trainer name and TRN rating. The TPG is 
different than the regular TRN rating in that it doesn't use overall statistics. Instead the TPG 
draws from the situational ratings found in the Trainer Stats Report (text file report downloaded 
with the daily race files). The TPG draws from the Win% and ROI statistics for specific 
categories. The meaning of the grades is listed below. 
 

A Excellent stats in multiple categories with high win rates > 25%. 
B Above average in most categories. 
C Average win rates (around 10%) or conflicting stats both good and bad. 
D Weak performance, lower than 10% in multiple categories. 
F Losing in bunches in all categories, often zero winners. 
N No rating or limited statistics. 
 

+ Positive ROI > 0.95 with the overall record in most categories. 
- Negative returns with ROI < 0.75. 
= Average ROI with a median of about 0.85. 
 

Best Bet: Selective trainer stats are usually based on small and volatile samples. While the 
higher grade trainers certainly win more races, they are also bet more heavily. The public is fully 
aware of high impact trainer data these days so it is difficult to achieve an edge with this 
information.   
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Tour - Alert and flag for potential longshots developed for the HTR-Tour program.  All screens 
within HTR-Tour have a heading for Tour/Bomb (T/B) or an alert column to display this item.  
The Tour picks are possible longshot plays with a MLO between 6/1 and 12/1 while Bomb are 
those at 15/1 or more.    
 

There are tens of thousands of Tour plays in a one-year sample and often several in the same 
race. If all of them were bet to win, the hit rate is about 12% with an ROI  of about 0.84 (-16%).  
However, that is completely impractical as many are bet down below their MLO and are less 
than 4/1 at post-time. The intended purpose of the Tour/Bomb selections is to alert the user to 
a possible value play that may exceed expectations. If they are bet too low, then the value is 
lost.   
 

Tour/Bomb tags were created to draw attention to horses with good ratings in two or more 
categories (similar to $$) that may offer betting value. Later ratings developed for the HTR-Tour 
program: Buzz, Improve and KAT, have greater impact because they stress the value of 
improvement factors and accumulated positives.   
 

Best Bet:  Tour picks fare best with odds above 5/1 and if paired with another potent factor from 
the Buzz such as  Fit & Ready, Hot PED, Claim or Lone Razor. These combinations will be 
easily spotted with a high KAT or Improve (Yes) rating as well. 

 
Turn-Back - A handicapping angle and Robot3 filter for horses moving from a Route race last 

out, to a Sprint race today. This is often touted as "route to sprint", "hidden workout", or 
"shortening up". The angle has lost much of its luster due to the accuracy and exposure of using 
the pace figure from the last route race as a comparison to sprint final time figures. The theory 
assumed that many of these horses that ran a good route pace rating last start, but finished 
poorly, would be longshots in their next outing and would improve by running back to the route 
pace figure in today’s sprint.   
 

My tests show miserable overall ROI below 0.80 (-20%) no matter how the angle is isolated or 
tested. This indicates the public has either figured it out, or that trainers no longer specialize in 
the move. Best Bet:  nothing stands out as having an improved impact if paired with Turn-Back.   
Even with PAC=1, a factor that should be a key for success, the ROI was just 0.76 (-24%).    
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UL / UnLucky -  See Luck topic.  

 
Unknowns ("u") – A description or marker for horses that do not have a running line for 
computing velocity/pace/speed numbers. FTS are the most frequent along with international 
imports that have foreign past-performances. Some 2TS that have run poorly in their debut will 
also fit this category.  In rare cases, a horse that has been racing at an obscure distance or at a 
small track won't have the needed information and are tagged with the "u" on some screens. 
 

Best Bet 
Unknown horses are a source of potential value. Most handicappers ignore them or become 
confused and bet on the "known element" only. Listed below, are the key ratings, unique to 
HTR, that integrate the unknowns into the full-field overall scoring with no loss of accuracy.  Use 
these ratings to evaluate 'unknown' live longshots and price plays that may be overlooked by 
the public.  

 

AML 
HTR - Consensus 
KAT 
(K) / KLine 
Sys1 / Sys4 
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VEL / Velocity Score - An overall consensus of ranks from the five compound velocity 
ratings: E/P, A/P, S/P, F/X and L/P. The VEL scores and rankings are displayed in HTR2 
software on the screen of the same name: [VEL] menu option. The top-2 ranks can be tested in 
Robot3 (VEL = 1,2). The purpose of the VEL rating is to find the horse with the greatest 
'balance' in terms of its velocity numbers. A secondary goal was that the VEL would become a 
'rating of ratings' that exceeded the statistical impact of any of the compound velocity factors 
individually. At one time, the VEL succeeded at both tasks, but today the top A/P rating (A/P = 
1) is slightly better on its own.   
 

Most of the luster that brought effortless profits in the late 1990s from the velocity ratings has 
diminished. We can track the downward progression from about the year 2000, with our 
archived newsletters. A lot has changed with horse racing in general since that time including 
the explosion of data and information on the Internet, reduced field size and competition, and a 
greater awareness among handicappers of velocity and pace. 
 

Best Bet: The top ranked VEL=1 pairs up nicely with Ken-tenders producing a flat bet ROI 
profit of 1.02 (+2%) with about 25% winners. 

 
Vi Rating / Volatility Index - The Vi is displayed in the top header for every race. It rates the 

composition of the entire field on various factors and ranges numerically from 15 to 50.  
Scratches and surface changes will update the Vi. The dual purpose of the index is to estimate 
the probability that the favorite will win and therefore offer a good read on whether a longer odds 
horse is likely to prevail. The chart below illustrates the effectiveness of the index with up-to-
date statistics on the four key Vi categories found in Robot3. The low Vi races have higher 
priced winners and fewer favorites winning. As the Vi rises, the favorites win more often and 
longshot winners are scarce. 
 

Vi Range FavWin AvgWin 
 

15-25  27%  $15.50 
 

26-32  33%  $13.20 
 

33-37  38%  $10.80 
 

38-50  43%  $  8.90 
 

Best Bet: In many ways the Vi relates information that is common sense as it is computed 
based on field size, race conditions and the strength of the ML favorites. But its value is in 
quantifying that information instantly and presenting it at a glance. That makes it an excellent 
tool for pre-race analysis and tournament preparation. If you are seeking a high-priced winner or 
exotic return, select from races rated with a Vi in the low 20s. Need a sure thing? - look for a Vi 
over 40 and play a solid favorite. 
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W 
 
Wk / Workout Rating - Innovative rating found on many screens that rates the pattern and 
gaps of workout activity rather than the time of the morning drills. The Wk numeric range is from 
70 to 95 with a score of 85 or more considered strong evidence of workout fitness.    
 

An important aspect of the Wk to keep in mind is that the low end of the rating, under 80, is not 
a negative. A low or zero Wk rating has little meaning because many horses stay in good shape 
through racing and don't need intense workout activity to run well. Older and cheaper claimers 
are usually jogged and hot-walked to stay in shape rather than using workouts due to the risk of 
injury and soreness. So accept that high Wk ratings are a definite positive development, but low 
Wk scores are not usually important.  
 

Best Bet: A powerful combination exists when a horse that is rated with a Wk score of 85 or 
more (Wk = 85+) is likely to gain the lead early in the race. Factors that predict this include: Fr1 
Dominant, Fr1 Advantage, RS = F, Fr1 60+.    

 
Win% / Win Rate – A primary statistical measure of handicapping information. Win percentage 
works best if there is only one qualifying horse tested per race. If there are multiple horses rated 
the same, Impact Value (I.V.) is a better choice for comparing test results. The list below is a 
top-5 of the highest win rates available from HTR data that typically are related to just one horse 
in the field, although multiples are not impossible.   
 

All Races   July 2013 - June 2014 

Rating          Plays     Win    
  

HF               1788     50%   

OD: Single      17205     40%          

K110+           13526     38% 

KAT = 10          645     35% 

Proj New Top    17745     34% 
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Y 
 

Yes (Improve) - The word "Yes" is used as a placeholder for the Improve rating score. The 
reason for prefixing the Improve rating this way is to avoid confusing it with a ranking.  Improve 
is not a ranked factor, but an accumulated tally of information that portends improvement since 
the last start. See Improve. 
 

Peruse the chart below to evaluate the incremental impact of the Improve/Yes rating. With this 
test, horses that have had a layoff of 90 days or more are the focus. Long layoffs have 
traditionally been problematic for horses and handicappers alike. The Improve rating can 
produce dramatic results with horses that are often dismissed with traditional methodologies. 
 

Layoff 90+ Days 
Improve  Win ROI 
 

All   11% 0.72 
 

Yes=0   08% 0.65 
Yes=1 or 2  13% 0.75 
Yes=3 or more 15% 0.87 
 

It is a tough sell to bet on a horse with a layoff of 90 days or more. Yet the Improve/Yes ratings 
offer a fighting chance for success with them. Those with no apparent improvement factors (Yes 
= 0) are at a huge disadvantage.   
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Symbols and Flags 
 

 

$ and $$ 
The dollar sign ratings are the original live longshot markers used in HTR. They are listed on 
nearly every screen in the software for horses with a MLO 6/1 or more that have key factors in 
their favor. The single ($) indicates one productive clue is noted. The double dollar ($$) flags the 
horses with two or more factors in their favor. As HTR evolved over time, several new readouts 
have been added that are more productive for the same goal of identifying potential long shots: 
Tour/Bomb, On Demand (OD), Improve/Yes and KAT. For the benefit of our legacy and spot 
play users, the $ and $$ will remain with their current formulas and will not be updated in the 
future.   
 

Best Bet:  Lone $$  
A frustrating issue with the $ and $$ is that they tend to cluster in multiples in the same field and 
there are too many of them to separate. This often happens with quality races that feature many 
entrants with strong pedigrees and workout patterns. The MLO is an additional problem. Well 
over half of the $$ plays are bet below their MLO and many are sent off at odds under 4/1 odds 
and not worth a bet. Scratches cause havoc with the MLO, but it cannot be adjusted and the $$ 
markers remain intact despite an obvious drop in potential value. So a $$ play needs to be 
isolated and then hope for fair odds. 
 

A Lone $$ indicates a single horse has been marked with the longshot flag in the field. If the 
solo $$ play also shows up with anything related to Razor Sharp, it is a high-profit betting 
opportunity.   
 

* The asterisk is a multi-faceted flag used commonly HTR. Typically it marks something that is  

positive and important to note, such as a top 1 or 2 ranking or a key change taking place.     

 

+ The plus sign always indicates an important positive or an especially high-impact situation. 

 
@ A marker for something perceived as a negative, such as big loss last out.  

 
!  The exclamation flags something that may need your attention. Example: 3g! indicates a 3yr 

that has been gelded since its last race. 

 
<> Brackets surrounding a rating are to draw attention to something that may be important to 
notice, such as a long layoff. 
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Announcements and Reminders 
 

Seminar 2014 at the Gold Coast July 23 / E-Book Distribution 
Looking forward to our annual meeting and the Gold Coast tournament.  Come early 
(doors open 9:30am) for best seating as we want to start right around 10am.  If you 
can't attend this year, look for the annual Gold Coast blog within the HTR Discussion 
forums.  The E-Book should be available from webmaster John about 24 hours after the 
seminar ends.  If you pre-paid, he'll email your PDF book with priority. 
  
Software Updates 
See page 2. 
 

HTR   Handicapping Tech & Research 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 

Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 

HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

  

 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR Subscriber 

Zone around the 15th of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter for no charge on-

line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website 

archive library. 

 
Products and services from KM Software 

HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 

HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 

Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included with monthly subscription for members only. 

 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.htr2.com/

